
IUCLID Cloud



Overview

• What is the IUCLID Cloud?

• What are the benefits of using IUCLID Cloud?

• How to access and use the IUCLID Cloud

• What functionalities are available?

• Where to find more information about IUCLID 
Cloud



What is the IUCLID Cloud?

A simpler IUCLID provided as a cloud service to 
prepare for the REACH 2018 deadline! 

SMEs and their consultants

Anyone who wants to test 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECHA launched last year a survey amongst SMEs, consultancy companies and industry associations to learn more about SMEs needs with regards to the preparation of the REACH registration dossiers. The results shown that:The need to maintain an operational IUCLID version has been raised as a burden for Small and Medium size Enterprises (SMEs); need to upgrade, migrate data or manage backups.The usage of IUCLID for non-frequent users is seen as complexSo ECHA decided to provide IUCLID 6 as a cloud service to help SMEs and their consultants to prepare their dossiers for the REACH 2018 Registration deadline. At the moment two services are available: IUCLID Cloud for SMEs; allows SMEs and THEIR consultants to prepare a fully compliant dossier for the REACH 2018 registration deadline, and by the end of the 2017, will allow REACH-IT to fetch those dossiers directly from IUCLID Cloud.IUCLID Cloud Trial; (If you are not an SME or consultant working for an SME) to familiarise with the cloud version of IUCLID and use it as a training/testing platform



What are the benefits of using IUCLID 
in the Cloud?

SMEs:
• ECHA takes care of the IT 

infrastructure.
• Simpler interface, focus on 

the REACH Registration 2018 
deadline.

• Reduced risks of data loss 
(backup system managed by 
ECHA)

• Work anywhere/anytime via 
web browser over internet. 

• Easy to delegate access to 
consultants.

Consultants:
In addition to all the advantages 
the SMEs have:
• Give your clients "more value 

for their money”
• Provide a more transparent 

and interactive service to 
your clients 

• Opportunity to organize 
IUCLID trainings
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As a SMEs:You no longer need to install, update or upgrade IUCLID. ECHA keeps the cloud always running with the latest version of IUCLID. IUCLID cloud reduces the complexity of IUCLID 6 by focusing on the functionalities needed for the preparation of REACH dossiers in view of the REACH 2018 Registration deadline.Data is more secure because, with the cloud, there is no need to make local copies of your data to share it with others. You control has access to your data. Moreover, ECHA takes back ups of your data, so you don’t have to worry about it.The only prerequisite to use IUCLID cloud in your web browser is the access to internet. If you receive help from consultants to prepare your dossier, you can easily grant them access to your account. This gives more transparency to the work consultants do.As a consultantUsing the Cloud adds value to your clients, who save money in IT-related costs (infrastructure, operational maintenance and backup). Besides, it is free of charge!Gain more trust from your clients by working in an environment that is transparent to all partiesIUCLID Cloud Trial can be used:as a training platform for you and your potential clientsby consultants to show how IUCLID Cloud is used in the transparent/interactive way, through the user-management system, to re-assure your clients of the process



https://echa.europa.eu/support/dossier-submission-tools/echa-cloud-services

Already a REACH-
IT, R4BP 3 or 

ePIC user? Then 
just login!

Are you a new user 
of ECHA’s IT tools? 

Then sign up 
here!

How to access IUCLID Cloud
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To use the IUCLID Cloud first you need to access the ECHA Cloud Services. To do so you need to have an ECHA account. If the user already has an account for REACH-IT, R4BP 3 or ePIC, then she/he only needs to login into the ECHA Cloud and subscribe to the IUCLID Cloud services. That simple! Otherwise, the user first needs to register and then create a legal entity for the new account.A video tutorial is already available to learn how to access the ECHA Cloud services at https://youtu.be/OeNKFijQrvA

https://echa.europa.eu/support/dossier-submission-tools/echa-cloud-services


First, you need to 
subscribe to the service

Here you can check the 
information about the service

Once subscribed, you 
can access the service
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Once you have logged in/registered, you can select among the available services; IUCLID Cloud for SMEs and IUCLID Cloud Trial at the moment. Before using one of the services available, you need to “subscribe” to it (see button on the pic for IUCLID Cloud for SMEs). Read and accept the Terms and Conditions of the service. Then you will be able to access the service.The next time you will enter the “Cloud services” page, you can directly access the service by clicking on the relevant button (see button on the pic for IUCLID Cloud Trial). Bear in mind that in this view you can also manage a service. By clicking on the “Manage” button (see button on the pic), a new page is opened providing you information about the subscription, its status and the quota used and also information about the users and their access rights.



View the 
Q&A or ask 
for support 
to the ECHA 

helpdesk

Import IUCLID 
files here 

Create new 
substances

Use the classic 
version of IUCLID

Access your 
dossiers

Check 
notifications 
from ECHA
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Here is the control panel(or dashboard) of your IUCLID Cloud instance. On the top left corner of this view, there is the navigation menu; by clicking on the “substances”/”dossiers” tab, you are redirected to the list of the available substances or dossiers respectively. In this view you can: create new substances by clicking on the “New” buttoncheck the number of available substances (number next to the flask icon). import IUCLID files with on click to start working on IUCLID Cloudlaunch the IUCLID Cloud Client; this corresponds to the classic version of IUCLID with the full suite of IUCLID features but stores data in cloud.If you run into problems or you have questions about using IUCLID Cloud, you can access the Q&A page or send a support request by clicking on the “lifejacket” icon at the top right corner.



Edit the type of 
dossier and 

administrative data

Provide information 
required for your 

substance

Open the 
validation report

Validate the 
completeness and 

quality of your data Create the 
substance 

dossier

Export your 
substance

List of sections and 
number of documents
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Here you are inside a substance dataset; while preparing your dossier, you can view, create and edit documents, validate the dataset before creating your dossier and export it. To do so, you need to click on the relevant buttons.In the table of contents of your substance dataset, you can navigate through the dataset by clicking on a section. The number in the circle indicates the number of documents per section and the star indicates which sections need to be filled in per submission type.  New document: Click on the button to create a new document, for example an endpoint summary or an endpoint study record.Validate: Click on the button to validate your dataset. You will then be asked to enter the relevant information needed to run the validation assistant. This information can always be edited in the Dossier header section by clicking on “Edit”. View validation report: Once you have validated your dataset, click on the button to open the validation report. If you have made changes to the dataset, you can re-validate it inside the report. Create dossier: Once you have filled in all requested data and validated the dataset, you can create your dossier by clicking on the button. First, your dossier header information will be validated and then your dossier will be created. Export: Click on the button to export and download the .i6z file of your substance dataset



Export the 
dossier dataset

List of sections and 
number of documents

Verify the completeness 
of the dossier
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Here you are inside a dossier dataset and you can:In the table of contents of your dossier dataset, navigate through the dataset by clicking on a section.Validate: If you have already validated your substance dataset, by clicking on the button the validation report is opened to verify the completeness of your dossier. Export: export and download the .i6z file of your dossier dataset



What are the functionalities available?
IUCLID Cloud has now a simpler interface with focus on REACH 
2018 registration deadline tasks:

• Import, create and manage your substance datasets and 
dossiers easily. 

• Integrated step-by-step approach (developed exclusively for 
IUCLID Cloud) to create your dossier.

• Possibility to traverse from the validation assistant report to 
the records that need attention (and vice versa).

• Integrated with REACH-IT and Chesar

If you want to benefit from the full set of IUCLID functionalities, 
you can launch the “IUCLID Cloud Client”.
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With the aim to help SMEs while preparing their dossiers for the REACH 2018 registration deadline; IUCLID Cloud allows:Easy import/creation and manage of substances and dossiers; bulk import and export of IUCLID 5.6/newer files and an embedded EC inventoryChoosing between creating the dossier on your own or by following the step-by-step guided approach developed especially for the SMEs.Navigating via the validation report to the referred records to fix the detected issues and vice versa. Once you have opened the report by clicking on a “finding” you are re-directed in the respective record to fix the issue and once you are done by clicking on the relevant button you are back to the report to re-validate or select the next issue to be fixed. IUCLID Cloud is integrated with Chesar and REACH-IT. REACH-IT users are able to submit a dossier created in the cloud, selecting it from the cloud database directly and without having to export the file first from IUCLID Cloud and import it in REACH-IT. Chesar users can import substances from IULCID Cloud to carry out their CSA and generate the full CSR. Launch the IUCLID Cloud Client to get access to all functionalities of IUCLID 6 as it allows to work on non REACH related matters as well.



Where to find more information about 
the IUCLID Cloud

Watch IUCLID Cloud 
first webinar here

https://echa.europa.eu
/support/dossier-
submission-tools/echa-
cloud-services

ECHA’s Youtube Channel 
has lots of IUCLID videos

https://www.youtube.com/pl
aylist?list=PLOPGDACSd6qyD
kdXwPua1Fjb5bJksY75k

Find many resources in our 
IUCLID Cloud web page 

https://echa.europa.eu/-
/getting-to-know-the-iuclid-
cloud

https://youtu.be/kXaDjajaDOU
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOPGDACSd6qyDkdXwPua1Fjb5bJksY75k
https://echa.europa.eu/-/getting-to-know-the-iuclid-cloud


LinkedIn group
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12043483

Platform to exchange, discuss 
and provide feedback on the 
use of IUCLID and on future 
evolutions of the product. 
Follow us!

Where to find more information about 
the IUCLID Cloud

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12043483


Thank you!

Subscribe to our news at 
echa.europa.eu/subscribe

Follow us on Twitter
@EU_ECHA

Follow us on Facebook
Facebook.com/EUECHA
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